
PERMISSION 

Permission is a formal consent of allowing 
somebody to do something and/or allowing 

something to happen.  
Sb:  somebody 

Sth: something 



SCENARIO:  This is a casual way of saying that the 
speaker would like to stop working today and 
continue tomorrow. 

 

DIALOGUE: 

A:  Can I leave this task for tomorrow? It's 
been 12 hours and I feel exhausted. 

B:  Let's all call it a day.   

A:  Thank you.  I'll be here an hour early. 

 

NOTE: 

Leave sth for  + time like ‘Let’s leave this for next 
week.’ 

Let’s call it a day is an informal sentence that 
means to stop working. 

  

 

 

 
 

 

 

Can I leave this task for 

tomorrow? 

Could I continue this task tomorrow? 

Could you be so kind as to 

arrange these papers 

alphabetically? 

Could you help me out with these papers? 

SCENARIO: This is a formal way of asking permission 
and/or requesting sb to do sth. 

 

DIALOGUE: 

A:  Could you be so kind as to arrange these 
papers alphabetically? 

B:  How can I say no to that? 

A:  Thanks.  I’ll be back with those papers in a 
minute. 

 

 

NOTE: 

‘How can I say no to that?’  is an indirect statement 
and should not be answered. 

To help out sb simply means to help. 

 

 

Sb:  somebody 

Sth: something 



SCENARIO: This is a polite way to ask when you would 
like to enter a room or office. 

 

DIALOGUE: 

A:  Excuse me.  May I come in? 

B:  Sure.  What can I do for you? 

A:  I have a letter here from the management.  

 

NOTE: 

‘What can I do for you?’ is a common response to 
entertain questions like request or asking 
permissions. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Excuse me.  May I come in? 

Is it all right if I come in? 

Could I get you to take this 

project in exchange for a month 

free meal? 

Could I get you to take on a task? 

SCENARIO: This is a formal way of asking sb’s 
permission to do a project. 

 

DIALOGUE: 

A:  Could I get you to take this project in 
exchange for a monthlong free meal?   

B: Deal!  You could have gotten me with a weeklong 
supply of coffee.  But of course, a monthlong 
free meal is much better. 

 

 

NOTE: 

In the dialogue, ‘in exchange’ is giving sth to sb in 
order for him/ her to do a task.  

Reminder:  more better is wrong.   It should be 
much better. 

  

 

 

 

 

Sb:  somebody 

Sth: something 



SCENARIO:  It is a formal way of asking permission if sb 
is ok when the speaker does sth that might annoy 
few/ some people. 

 

DIALOGUE: 

A:  Do you think it’s wise to invest in that company? 

B: Would you mind if I answer that question 
another time?  We might start a topic that 
could lead to a different direction. 

A:  No, not at all.  Probably, it would be wise to talk 
about it personally. 

 

NOTE: 

Sth is wise means it’s a good idea. 

In the dialogue, sth that could lead to a different 
direction means it could open a new topic.    

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Would you mind if I answer that 

question another time? 
Do you mind if I smoke? 

Would you mind if I smoke? 

SCENARIO: It is a casual or informal way of asking 
permission if sb is ok when the speaker does sth that 
might annoy few/ some people. 

 

 

DIALOGUE: 

A:  Do you mind if I smoke? 

B:  Yes, I do actually.  I have an asthma. 

A:  Ok.  I’ll have to go out.  I’ll see you at the office. 

 

 

NOTE:   
When ‘mind’ is answered by ‘no’, it means yes or it’s 

ok.  HOWEVER, if it’s answered by ‘yes’ it 
means no or it’s not ok. 

 

 

 

 

Sb:  somebody 

Sth: something 



SCENARIO: This is a formal way to ask permission or 
invite sb to do sth. 

 

DIALOGUE: 

A:  If you don’t mind, I’d like to invite you to 
attend this year’s conference. 

B: I’m sorry as much as I’d like to, I’m completely 
snowed over. 

A:  I understand. 

 

NOTE: 

Be completely snowed over means be very busy or 
with a lot of tasks to finished. 

 

 

 

If you don’t mind, I’d like to 

invite you to attend this year’s 

conference. 

If you don’t mind, I’d like to ask you to 
join us for this year’s conference. 

Would it be all right if I leave a 

message instead? 

Would you be kind and give him my 
message? 

SCENARIO: This is a formal way to ask sb to take your 
message and give it to sb.  

 

DIALOGUE: 

A:  Mr. Takeshi is out of the office today. 

B:  Would it be all right if I leave a message 
instead? 

A:  No problem.  I’ll pass it on to him. 

 

 

NOTE: 
Pass sth on to sb means the speaker will do or say 
sth to sb. 

 

 

 

Sb:  somebody 

Sth: something 



SCENARIO:  This is used to ask permission to borrow 
and/or use sth. 

 

DIALOGUE: 

A:  Can I borrow your computer?  Mine’s 
broken.  I just need to send the quotations. 

B:  Yes, that’s fine with me.  Use the desktop in the 
office. 

A:  Thank you. 

 

 

NOTE: 

Quotation is the price that a person will charge for 
a job done.  It can also be called price 
quotation. 

Desktop computer is commonly used in the office 
and can store a lot of information unlike laptop, 
net books, tablets, etc. 

 

 

Can I borrow your computer?  

Mine’s broken. 

Could I use your computer to 
send quotations? 

Don’t take this personally, but 

can I suggest something? 

Please allow me to suggest something. 

SCENARIO: This is said before asking permission as an 
introduction to a question that may be sensitive.   

In the dialogue, the speaker would like to ask the person’s 
permission to give a suggestion. 

 

DIALOGUE: 

A:  Don’t take this personally, but can I 
suggest something to make your 
presentation better? 

B:  Sure.  Be my guest! 

 

 

NOTE: 

Don’t take sth personally means that the intention 
is not to hurt the person rather it’s just a 
matter of fact.  

‘Be my guest’ is an informal way to give permission 
to sb to do or say sth. 

 

 

Sb:  somebody 

Sth: something 



SCENARIO:  This can be used to say that the speaker is 
thinking of doing sth that the other person may or 
may not approve. 

 

DIALOGUE: 

A:  I’m wondering if I could leave work 2 
hours early today.  I need to get a copy of 
my school records. 

B:  I’d rather you didn’t because your deadline’s 
near.  And you’re still half-way finished. 

A:  Oh, ok. I’m sorry that slipped my mind. I’ll 
probably ask somebody to get it for me.   

 

NOTE: 

‘I’d rather you didn’t’ is a formal way to refuse.  It 
is also polite to give a reason. 

Slip sb’s mind or memory means the person just 
forgot that topic or idea.   

 

 

I’m wondering if I could leave 

work 2 hours early today. 

I wonder if it’s ok to leave early today. 

Sorry to bother you, but can I 

put my idea in the report? 

I hope I’m not bothering you, but can I put 
my idea in the report? 

SCENARIO: This is to interrupt and ask sb’s permission 
to do something. 

In the dialogue, A interrupts B and asks to add his/ her 
idea. 

 

DIALOGUE: 

A:  Sorry to bother you, but can I put my idea 
regarding the purpose of the training in 
the report? 

B:  What do you have in mind? 

A:  That we train our young managers to make 
them more responsive to the needs of time. 

 

 

NOTE: 

‘What do you have in mind?’ is asking about a 
person’s idea/ opinion. 

Needs of time is another way to say current/ 
present demands. 

 

 

 Sb:  somebody 

Sth: something 



SCENARIO:  This is a polite and formal way.  The 
speaker would like to express gratitude if the task is 
accomplished. 

 

DIALOGUE: 

A:  I’d really appreciate it if you look over the 
documents again. 

B:  Is there something wrong? 

A:  I just want to make sure.  It’s just that it’s really 
bad.  I can’t believe my eyes. 

 

NOTE: 

Can’t believe one’s eyes means the person can’t 
believe what he/she sees. 

 

 

I’d really appreciate it if you look 

over the documents again. 

I’d be thankful if you recheck them 

Is it possible to take these 

documents home? 

Is it allowed to take these documents 
home? 

SCENARIO:  This is a polite way to express possible idea 
or action.   

 

DIALOGUE: 

A:  Is it possible to take these documents 
home?  It’s kind of late and I can finish them 
at home tonight. 

B:  No, I’m afraid it’s not allowed. 

A:  I see.  Got to call the wife and tell her that I’ll be 
burning the midnight oil here. 

 

 

NOTE: 

Kind of is an informal way of saying the speaker is 
trying to explain sth indirectly or not exactly. 

Burning the midnight oil is to work late. 

 

 

 

Sb:  somebody 

Sth: something 



SCENARIO:  This is used when sb has given the other 
person the freedom to do something. 

 

DIALOGUE: 

A:  What happened to the problem last time? 

B:  The committee have been given carte 
blanche to investigate the problem and 
come up with a solution. 

A:  That’s why John was so stressed out.  He was 
the head, right? 

 

NOTE: 

Head of sth means the leader or manager. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

The committee have been given 

carte blanche to investigate the 

problem. 

They weren’t given the green 

light. 

SCENARIO: This means that sb gives the other person the 
right to do or continue sth. 

 

DIALOGUE: 

A:  They weren’t good at explaining proposals to 
potential clients. 

B:  Was that also the main reason why they 
weren’t given the green light? 

A:  I guess so. 

 

 

NOTE: 

Good at + verb-ing/ noun (like subjects or courses) 

Good with + noun (like numbers, figures, people, 
computers, etc.) 

‘I guess so’ means the person agrees but not 
completely.  Or probably it’s correct. 

 

 

Sb:  somebody 

Sth: something 



EXERCISE 
 

 

DIALOGUE 1: 

A:  Are you going to ________this task for ________? 

B:  Yes.  I need to do this with Jake.  Unfortunately, he's sick today. 

A:  Oh, ok I'll go out with you. 

 

 

DIALOGUE 2: 

A:  Could you ________ this letter for me?  I don't have my class I can't see a single word. 

B:  Sure. Where do you want me to start? 

B:  From here please. 

 

 

DIALOGUE 3: 

A:  Do you ________ I drink water from your glass? 

B: ________, I'm sick and I don't want you to get it as well.   

A:  I understand. 

 

DIALOGUE 4: 

A:  If you don't ________ can you explain to me why your teammates are not here? 

B:  There's a misunderstanding that today is our off.  We were not able to come here earlier but they are on their 

way here. 

A:  I'll be in the office if they're here already. 

 

 

 

 

Instruction:  Fill in the blank with the correct words to complete the sentence. 



CHALLENGE 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Instruction:  Make your own sentences. Your teacher will explain if you use it 
correct or not. 

Suggestion:  It’s easier to remember vocabularies if learners use personal or real situations or examples. 

 

 

 

1. If you don't mind... 

2. Would it be all right.. 

3. Sorry to bother you...  

 

 

 

 

 


